Chronic encapsulated expanding hematoma in nonfunctioning pituitary adenoma.
The diagnosis and treatment of pituitary macroadenomas with entire hematoma fluid accumulation are problematic. Such lesions are often difficult to completely resect, and recurrence is not uncommon. We present five cases of pituitary macroadenomas entirely composed of hematoma fluid and investigated their histopathology to clarify the mechanism of the hematoma fluid accumulation. Five patients with pituitary adenoma and significant intra-tumor hematoma underwent transsphenoidal resection and were retrospectively reviewed for their clinical status, findings on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), intraoperative findings, and histopathology. The specific surgical techniques used to address these cases were also reviewed. All patients were diagnosed with nonfunctioning pituitary adenomas by histopathological examination. MRI showed all tumors extended to the cavernous sinus. Histopathology showed tumor tissues were located between the thick granulation tissue and the pseudocapsule of the tumor. The thick granulation tissues were composed of collagenous layers, neovascular vessels, and necrotic red blood cells, indicating repeat hemorrhage from the granulation tissues. The boundary between adenoma and normal pituitary gland was identified during surgical removal in four patients and was not identified in the other patient who showed a recurrence 2 years later. Clinical and histopathological findings indicate hematoma fluid accumulation in the present cases is caused by repeat hemorrhage from the reactive granulation tissues and can be regarded as a chronic encapsulated expanding hematoma. In these cases, the boundary between adenoma and normal pituitary gland should be identified before puncturing the hematoma fluid to minimize the risk of tumor recurrence.